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Metric 2016 Rates 2025 Goals

Freshman 6 yr 45.80% 55%
Freshmen 4 yr 8.90% 30%
Transfer 2 yr 33.80% 36%
Transfer 4 yr 69.40% 81%
Gap—URM 10% points 0
Gap—Pell 6% points 0



} Improve enrollment services infrastructure

} Increase access to classes

} Strengthen academic advising

} Create a Graduation “Strike Force” (Soar in Four) 

} Implement new eAdvising tools
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Ø Fall 2016: None of our new transfer 
students had their transfer credit posted 
prior to orientation

Ø Fall 2017 ambitious goal: 90% of our new 
transfer students will have transfer credits 
posted by orientation
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} Fall 2016: 20% increase in the number of 
hours our classrooms were scheduled “on 
grid” and a 10% reduction in “off-grid waste”

} Fall 2016: 153 additional high-demand class 
sections

} Spring 2017: 70 additional high-demand 
class sections
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} Smart Planner highlights all requirements for 
graduation and guides students & advisors  
toward the most productive sequence for 
timely completion

} Fall 2017 goal: 20% of majors coded in Smart 
Planner



} Enables identification of at-risk students 
based on degree programs’ unique success 
markers

} May 1 went “live” 
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} Hired Student Success Strategist

} In fall 2013 FTF cohort, targeted 12 programs 
with historically high grad rate by 5th year, 
students  >= 100 units by the end of Fall 
2016 for outreach

} Targeted students carried higher AULs than 
others in cohort; 55% are on track to graduate 
in/by Summer 2017  
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} Improving Advisement and Student Support
◦ Supplemental instruction

} Engaged Teaching and Learning 
◦ Evidence-based pedagogy
◦ Technology enhancements

} Student Life and Sense of Belonging 
◦ Spotlight on persistence
◦ Mind matters

} Curriculum Structure and Degree Flexibility 
◦ Streamlined roadmaps and degree pathways
◦ Major specific degree criteria
◦ Articulation agreements

} Enrollment Management and Data Capabilities 
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